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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

COACHING PRE-SERVICE ABA STUDENTS TO CORRECTLY RESPOND TO
CHALLENGING BEHAVIORS DURING A FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
As Board Certified Behavior Analysts, we are responsible for training and
implementing a variety of skills including a functional analysis. Bug in Ear teaching is an
effective way to teach a variety of skills to a variety of professionals in Applied Behavior
Analysis (ABA), as well as related fields. This study examined the effectiveness of using
a Bug in Ear treatment package to teach preservice ABA masters students how to
implement a functional analysis with isolated contingencies. This study suggests that the
BIE treatment package may be an effective approach to teaching pre-service ABA students
how to conduct a functional analysis with isolated contingencies
KEYWORDS: Bug in Ear Teaching, Professional Training, Functional Analysis
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INTRODUCTION
Adequate professional training in the field of applied behavioral analysis (ABA)
is imperative when considering the various people who are involved in providing services
to clients (Parsons et al., 2012). Pre-service behavior analysts and Registered Behavior
Technicians (RBTs) are exposed to a relatively large amount of information and
multitude of interventions and, as such, must be effectively trained to become proficient
in the application of that knowledge before providing services independently. In the field
of ABA, professionals must include evidence-based practices throughout all aspects of
work, including training other professionals on the skills necessary for client
appointments. This will ensure that they are implementing these new skills with fidelity
(Parsons et al., 2012). Considering the growth and progression in our field, we must
consider as professionals, how our education and professional development can continue,
with the highest fidelity possible.
A critical skill a pre-service behavior analyst learn in their personnel preparation
program is how to conduct a functional analysis (FA). A FA is an assessment that
involves a structured approach to determining the function of the target behavior by
introducing and removing different stimuli or contingencies from the environment
(Cooper et al., 2020). In 1982, Iwata and colleagues implemented the first analogue FA,
with nine participants. This type of assessment included a 15-min session where each
participant was exposed to withholding and providing tangibles, attention, and task
demands and keeping the participant completely alone contingent upon the self-injurious
behavior occurring (Iwata et al., 1982). After the implementation of this study, multiple
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research studies were conducted to test the effect of the FA on different participants in
different settings.
Over the years, there have been multiple formats to a FA including the analogue,
brief, trial-based, and interview-informed synthesized contingency analysis (IISCA;
Cooper et al., 2019). Furthermore, there have been various approaches to teaching others
to implement a FA including a treatment package using a video model, written quiz,
verbal feedback after reviewing a video of themselves conducting the FA (Iwata, 2000),
video modeling presentation (Lambert et al., 2014), and behavior skills training (WardHorner & Sturmey, 2012). Content discussed when training on the FA process includes
(a) the different types of FAs, (b) the goal of the assessments, (c) environmental
modifications, (d) safety considerations, (e) procedures, and (d) functions of behavior.
Most of these approaches include training and coaching. Training contains an
expert in the field teaching professionals a skill set. Similarly, coaching includes utilizing
an expert that is knowledgeable in a specific field or skill set, to provide unique feedback
to a professional implementing a newly taught skill. This coaching occurs after the skill
has been previously trained (Kretlow & Bartholomew, 2010). These approaches are
effective methods for improving various professional skills related to conducting FAs
across contexts, as well as in various skills related to the field.
As mentioned previously, training and coaching are used to teach professionals
more than procedural implementation. Training and coaching are also used to teach a
variety of skills in the field and are important to understand how to incorporate when
teaching other professionals. In the Behavior Analyst Certification Board (BACB) task
list, there are a list of skills that ABA students should understand and are included as
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foundational principles on the Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA) exam. This
exam is required for any professional who wants to become a BCBA and practice in the
field of ABA. According to the BACB (2017), one of the skills listed in this task list
states that BCBAs should understand how to “train personnel to competently perform
assessment and intervention procedures” (p. 5). Skills needed to train personnel include
teaching and coaching.
Another approach that has been used to train professionals is the bug-in-ear (BIE)
method of teaching. The BIE teaching method uses an ear bud to provide immediate
feedback from a professional as another person completes a skill. The feedback is
delivered by another adult from a location outside of the assessment or intervention
setting. This immediate feedback from a different location is made possible due to the
skill being observed on a live streaming device. While one professional is delivering
immediate feedback, the other person is engaging in the target professional behavior or
skill with a client or role-playing that skill with a partner (Rosenberg & Huntington,
2021). This training approach has been utilized to teach a variety of skills (e.g.,
incorporating three term contingencies in teaching, offering choices, utilizing
reinforcement, modeling communication, improving professional development,
expanding communication) to professionals, including early childhood educators (Ottley,
& Hanline, 2014), co-teachers (Scheeler et al., 2010), preservice teachers (Scheeler et al.,
2006), early childhood special education teachers (Grygas Coogle et al. 2018), and
paraprofessionals (Scheeler et al., 2016). This method serves as a tool to facilitate
professional feedback, coaching, and instruction immediately during the session. This
method can be implemented from a distant setting or in another room. These studies have
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shown that BIE teaching is not only an effective tool to use for experienced professionals,
but also with professionals that have just joined the field (Grygas Coogle et al., 2018).
According to Schaefer and Ottley (2018), “immediate feedback with bug-in-ear
technology has a strong evidence-base for increasing frequency and accuracy of teaching
behaviors of practitioners in a variety of classroom settings” (p. 247).
In addition to being an effective method for teaching educators, BIE can be an
effective method for teaching professionals in ABA (e.g., RBTs, BCBAs, and pre-service
applied behavior analysis students). In a study conducted by Artman-Meeker and
colleagues (2017), three students pursuing their master’s degree in ABA were taught how
to implement functional communication training (FCT) with three children in a preschool
setting, diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder, while utilizing BIE. Findings from the
study showed that the implementation of BIE resulted in increased procedural fidelity
when participants were implementing FCT and rate of FCT sessions conducted.
When considering the literature on BIE, there is an adequate amount of evidence
to suggest that BIE is an effective and useful approach to providing professional feedback
and instruction and can be combined with other common training and coaching strategies,
like instruction and descriptive praise. A treatment package that includes these
components has provided strong evidence for growth in professionals in education, as
well as students pursuing their master’s degree in ABA. One important topic of
instruction that occurs in the field of ABA focuses on the FA process, due to its integral
role when providing services. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects of a
treatment package that included didactic training, practice, BIE feedback (e.g.,
descriptive praise) on the implementation of a FA with students pursuing their master’s
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degree in ABA. The research question was: When using a treatment package that consists
of didactic training, practice and BIE feedback to teach pre-service behavior analyst
students how to respond to challenging behavior during a FA with isolated conditions,
will there be an increase in the percentage of accuracy in procedural fidelity in a clinical
setting?
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METHOD
Bug in Ear Treatment Package
Participants
ABA Graduate Students. Three adult student participants were included in the
study. All three participants were graduate students (a) at least 18 years of age, (b)
pursuing a master’s degree in ABA, (c) had not previously been trained and coached to
implement FA contingencies in isolation (e.g., attention condition, escape condition), and
(d) were able to travel to a university-affiliated center to provide ABA-based services.
Information regarding each participant’s race, ethnicity, gender, bachelor’s degree, and
age were obtained through a participant demographic form that was filled out after
recruiting participants. All participants were enrolled in the same ABA master’s program
at public university in the Southeastern United States. Tori was a 27-year-old White,
Non-Hispanic female, with a bachelor’s degree in Psychology and Disability Studies.
Kelsey was a 22-year-old White, Non-Hispanic female with a bachelor’s degree in
Psychology. Ruth was a 22-year-old White, Non-Hispanic female with a bachelor’s
degree in Psychology and Sociology. All participants had a probe knowledge of FA
including the definition, different types, and rationale for why they are conducted in the
field.
Research team. Two ABA graduate students were recruited to be data collectors
and one adult participant was recruited to roleplay as an actor during all sessions. The
primary investigator (PI) served as the implementor of the intervention. The adult
recruited to roleplay as an actor served as a mock client throughout sessions. Data
collectors were (a) graduate students pursuing their master’s degree in ABA, (b) had
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previous experience collecting data, (c) had previous experience observing and/or
implementing a FA, and (d) were available to attend sessions at the center. The PI and
actor were (a) graduate students pursuing their master’s degree in ABA, (b) had
experience implementing and/or supporting implementation of a FA, and (c) were
available to attend sessions at the center.
Instructional Setting and Arrangement
All sessions occurred at a university-based center. The sessions occurred in the
assessment room and/or the data collection room. The training occurred in the conference
room. The dimensions of the conference room were 4.12 m by 3.05 m. The dimensions of
the assessment room were 4.57 m by 2.87 m and the dimensions of the data collection
room were 17.07 m by 17.32 m. Before probe conditions occurred, the data collectors and
actor were trained on how to collect data and the operational definitions of the target
behaviors. These trainings occurred in two separate group settings, including the two data
collectors and PI in the first group and the PI and actor in the second group. This training
occurred in the conference room. The probe, intervention, and maintenance conditions
occurred in a group setting of four to five people including the participant, actor, PI, and
data collector(s). During probe, intervention, and maintenance conditions, the participant
and actor were in the assessment room in the center. This room was filled with a table
and chairs During these sessions, the data collector(s) and PI were in the data collection
room in a university-based clinic recording data on the participant. Training sessions
occurred for the first two sessions of the intervention condition. Training occurred with
the PI and participant in the assessment room and the data collectors in the data collection
room. During all sessions, no other staff, students, or clients were present in the
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assessment room and data collection room at the center to reduce distractions and uphold
confidentiality of all participants involved.
Materials
During training of the data collectors, the data collectors watched three video
models of each FA contingency with three of the five topographies of target behavior on
the PI’s personal Apple MacBook Pro. They also had access to the interobserver
agreement (IOA) and procedural fidelity (PF) data sheets that were printed out on 355.6
mm by 431.8 mm printer paper, in size 12 Times New Roman font. These data sheets
were used to record the participant’s behavior in all conditions and PF data were recorded
on the PI’s behavior during training. There was different IOA and PF data sheets for
probe, training, intervention, and maintenance conditions. These data sheets are included
in Appendices A-G. During the training of the “clients”, there were four handouts
containing the operational definitions of the target behaviors used during all of the
sessions. These were printed on 355.6 mm by 431.8 printer paper in size 12 Times New
Roman font.
During all conditions, a basket of materials was present in the assessment room.
In this basket, there was a stopwatch, soft ball, bouncy balls, scratch paper, 12 pack of
markers, and three stuffed animals. All materials in the basket were already present at
CABS. All materials, besides the stopwatch, were used as reinforcers for the actor. These
materials were determined to be age appropriate for the age of the actor and safe to use
by all people involved in the study. The stopwatch was used by the participant. An
IntervalTimer application on the “client’s” personal phone was downloaded before any
sessions. This would be used to indicate to the “client’s” when to display the target
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behaviors. A Logitech Group speakerphone was mounted in the assessment room. This
recording device was used to record the sessions via Zoom on the laptops used by the
data collectors and PI. During probe, intervention, and maintenance conditions, the adult
participant and PI used one Apple Air Pod Series One ear bud (40.5 mm by 16.5 mm)
and their personal phone to conduct a phone call to communicate with one another. The
dimensions of the personal iPhones ranged from 138.4 mm by 67.3 mm to 146.7 mm by
71.5 mm. The data collectors and PI used a personal Apple MacBook Pro laptop and an
Apple MacBook Air laptop (32.51 cm by 22.71 cm), that was already present at CABS.
These were used to view all sessions during the probe, intervention, and maintenance
condition. All laptops had the Zoom application. During training of the participant in the
first session of the intervention condition, the PI provided a training handout on 21.59 by
27.94 cm printer paper in size 12 Times New Roman font for the adult student
participant. An Apple MacBook Pro was used to view four video models of each
contingency in the FA (attention, tangible, escape, toy play).
Data were collected on the participant’s ability to implement the contingencies
independently and correctly in a FA with isolated contingencies (toy-play, escape,
tangible, attention). The data collection system used during the conditions included a
trial-based data collection system to capture the dependent variable. Procedural fidelity
sheets were used to collect data on the PI’s teaching behavior in each condition. Each
condition, besides probe and maintenance, had a different procedural fidelity sheet due to
the PI’s teaching behavior changing.
Dependent Variable
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The dependent variable that was measured in this study was the participants’
percentages of unprompted correct responses when implementing FA with isolated
contingencies (attention, tangible, escape, toy-play), specifically, correctly responding to
the challenging behavior displayed by the actor during the FA contingency. Each FA
contingency included five opportunities for the participants to respond to challenging
behavior. Each session involved the participant conducting one FA contingency from a
FA with isolated contingencies with the “client.” The actor and participant were informed
of which of the five topographies that would be the target behavior for the FA
contingency. The topographies included: (a) table clearing; (b) paper ripping; (c)
aggression, (d) elopement; and (e) inappropriate vocalizations. The full definitions are
included in Table 1. Sessions lasted 5 min. Event recording in the form of a count of
behaviors occurred for each contingency targeted during the study. Data were collected
using a trial-based data sheet. During the intervention condition, the mastery criterion
was for each participant to implement each FA contingency with 100% accuracy for two
consecutive sessions during training and three consecutive sessions during practice
sessions. Definitions for target behaviors across conditions are provided in Appendix A.
Table 1 Operational Definitions for Different Topographies of Behavior
Behavior
Paper Ripping

Definition
Paper ripping in the form of any instance
the participant engages in picking up
pieces of paper with one or two hands and
causing the paper to partially tear, rip, or
fold up into a ball.
Examples: ripping a piece of a
paper, ripping a corner of the paper,
crinkling the paper into a ball
Nonexamples: holding the paper
up, but not ripping it, throwing away a
piece of trash, in the context of cleaning,
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an arts and crafts activity (e.g., coloring),
or fine motor activity (e.g., OT)
Table clearing

Property disruption is in the form of a
client taking any item on the table, off the
table with any part of their body or with
another item. In the context that materials
were made available for purposes of workbased or play-based tasks.
Examples: using their forearm to
swipe all items off the table, taking their
hand and picking up an item/items to clear
off the table, using a stuffed animal to
push items off the table, titling the table so
that the items fall off the table
Nonexamples: when looking for a
lost item and moving items around to find
it, dropping an item on the floor by
accident (in the context of moving items
out of the way to do work), or in the
context of cleaning

Inappropriate vocalizations

Inappropriate vocalizations are marked as
any instance the client speaks any words
above a normal conversational level. This
could be described as yelling, screaming,
crying, a raised voice, or whining. One
instance is marked by more than 5 seconds
between each vocalization.
Examples: yelling the phrases, “I
am not doing it”, “I’m not doing that”,
“No”, “You’re mean”, “This is boring”.
Whining, screaming, or yelling utterances
or nonfunctional sounds (e.g., “Ughhhh”,
growling, guttural sounds)
Nonexamples: Yelling in the
context of a medical emergency or when
needing to use the restroom. In the context
of play, (e.g., hide and seek, imaginative
play)

Aggression

Aggression is any instance the client hits
any part of another person’s body, with
one or two open or closed hands.
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Examples: smacking, slapping,
hitting with a closed fist, or punching
another part of a person’s body.
Nonexamples: patting person on
the back, resting arm on shoulder or
forearm when having a conversation,
giving a high five, in the context of play
(i.e., tag)
Elopement

Any instance in which client tries to reach
for the room's door handle or step outside
of the threshold of the doorway. Each
instance is marked when client makes
contact with the door handle. In the
context of being assigned to a designated
area or
Examples: Attempting to leave the
room by walking, running, skipping,
galloping, etc. out of the room. Touching
the door handle.
Non-examples: Tripping into the
door, standing with back against door
without trying to open the door, leaning on
door, leaving the room in the context of a
medical or natural emergency (i.e., using
the restroom, fire drill, natural disaster).

Experimental Design
A repeated acquisition design (RAD) was used to evaluate the effectiveness of
BIE teaching and subsequent acquisition of correct implementation of FA with isolated
contingencies. A RAD is a relatively new design, with few examples in the published
literature. The primary purpose of the design is to evaluate improvements in nonreversible behaviors that researchers have reason to believe will be acquired relatively
quickly by participants (e.g., behaviors with adult learners; Ledford & Gast, 2018). RADs
are used to compare treatments (Bouck et al., 2012) or compare pre-intervention
responding to an intervention condition (Spencer et al., 2013), especially when a time-
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lagged design is not feasible (Kennedy, 2005). Within the RAD, participants are taught
for a pre-specified time period (e.g., three instructional sessions) or until they display
therapeutic improvements (e.g., mastery within a short time period). Performance in a
pre-intervention and post-intervention probe session as a measure of learning (or growth)
are then compared for each contingency. For purposes of this study, a RAD was used to
answer a demonstration question. As highlighted by Spencer et al. (2013), it is not
necessary to repeatedly measure pre-intervention patterns of responding with the RAD,
but Ledford and Gast (2018) recommend additional pre-intervention data when possible.
Multiple pre-intervention sessions were conducted to establish a reliable pattern of
responding. In addition, given participants had previous exposure to FAs through various
program experiences, it was anticipated that there could potentially be variable
responding. Because of this, multiple pre-intervention sessions were conducted.
Threats to internal validity were planned for and monitored throughout the study.
First, risk of bias was reduced by randomizing the order in which contingencies were
taught. History was monitored by communicating to all supervisors, peers who had
already received training, and professors to avoid implementing instruction about
specifically implementing FAs before and during the study. The PI requested that
participants communicate to her if and when they had any experience conducting a FA
outside of study. Maturation was controlled for because the RAD is a relatively fast
design. Testing effects were controlled for by keeping the assessment length and quantity
to a minimum. Instrumentation threats and procedural infidelity were controlled for by
collecting procedural fidelity (PF) and interobserver agreement (IOA) data for at least
20% of all sessions in each condition and for each participant. If at any point, PF and
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IOA were under 80% the PI and/or the data collectors were retrained. Attrition was
controlled for by recruiting multiple participants. Multi-treatment interference was
controlled for by clearly defining the conditions to the participants. Data instability was
controlled for by extending the data collection in a participant’s condition if the data were
highly variable. Finally, adaptation was controlled for by implementing the intervention
in an environment and materials, such as the Logitech Group Speakerphone camera
device, that the participants have had previous experiences with at the center.
General Procedures
At least three pre-intervention probe sessions were conducted to establish a preintervention pattern of responding. Following these sessions, BIE teaching started for one
contingency until the mastery criterion was met during sessions. The intervention
condition started with two training sessions followed by supported practice sessions, for a
minimum of 5 sessions across the intervention condition. A final cold probe (post-session
intervention session) was conducted following the BIE sessions; per contemporary
guidelines for the RAD, a pre-intervention pattern of responding was compared to
performance in a final probe session. All sessions had five opportunities for participants
to display the target behavior and lasted approximately 5 min.
Probe Procedures
Before each session, the PI set up the clinic computer that was connected to the
recording device mounted in the assessment room and was also in connection to a Zoom
call with the participant. Each data collector and PI joined the Zoom call that displayed
the live stream of the assessment room in order to watch each session. A phone call
started on each participant’s iPhone with the PI’s phone. Bluetooth technology was used
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to connect to the participant’s iPhone and one Air Pod was in the participant’s ear. This
connection started before each session to ensure that there was a strong Wi-Fi connection
and no connectivity or audio issues. The PI communicated to the actor and participant
what topography of behavior the target behavior would be during the FA contingency.
The complete definitions of the behaviors are included in table 8. This was
communicated in the assessment room before each session. The PI communicated to the
participant through the Air Pod when the trial began and ended. The actor had the
VariableTimer app set up on their personal phone. This would vibrate five times on a
variable-interval schedule during each trial. This was used to ensure that the participants
were given five opportunities to respond to target behavior. The PI communicated to the
actor what variable interval schedule she would use before each session. This was
determined using a randomizer function on Excel to select one of three variable schedules
the actor would implement. As mentioned before, the three schedules were created in the
VariableTimer app. Each interval schedule had variable lengths between the vibration
that indicated to the actor that she should engage in the target behavior. Each interval
schedule (interval 1, interval 2, interval 3) has different lengths between the 5 vibrations.
In the conference room, two laptops were used to watch the Zoom call for the data
collector and the PI.
At the beginning of the session, the PI provided the general attending cue, “Data
collectors, are you ready for insert condition name to begin?” The PI waited for 3 s to
hear the data collector’s attending response. The data collector’s attending response was
in the form of a verbal “Yes.” Once the data collector provided an attending response, the
PI provided the general attending cue “insert participant’s name, are you ready for insert
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condition name to begin?” The PI waited for 3 s to hear the participant’s attending
response. The participant’s attending response was in the form of a verbal “Yes.” Once
the attending response was given, the PI provided the task direction by verbally stating,
“Begin insert condition name condition.” The participant started playing with the actor.
The participant was instructed to restrict reinforcement across all conditions besides toy
play. When the participant was instructed to restrict the reinforcement, the participant had
the opportunity to withhold reinforcement until the actor displayed the problem behavior.
Correctly restricting reinforcement referred to withholding: (a) the tangibles the
participant was engaged with during the tangible FA contingency; (b) the break from task
demands during the escape FA contingency; and (c) the participants’ verbal and physical
attention during the attention FA contingency. This would be followed by providing
reinforcement for 30 s when the actor engaged in session specific target behavior: (a)
tangibles: access to the preferred items; (b) attention: verbal and physical attention; and
(c) escape: break from task demands FA contingency. Once the session ended, the PI
communicated to the participant to play with the actor for 1 min before the next trial
started. This process was repeated for all remaining trials. Once all trials have been
completed for the session, the PI verbally stated to the participant “Session insert session
number has ended” and thanked them for their participation. Possible responses from the
participant included: correct response, incorrect response, and no response (see Appendix
A for definitions and responses). When an incorrect or correct response occurred, the PI
refrained from providing any reinforcement or feedback. When no response occurred, the
PI waited 3 s before providing the task direction again. See Figure 1 for a description of
probe sessions and Figure 2 for a description of responses during probe sessions.
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Figure 1 Procedures during probe sessions
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Figure 2 Possible Responses during probe sessions

Instructional Procedures
A treatment package was introduced following a didactic training that involved a
training handout, video models, and roleplay with the participant serving as the actor and
the PI serving as the participant. After roleplay and training handout had been completed,
the participant moved into the therapist role and the actor returned to the room. The PI
provided BIE feedback for these sessions. Once mastery criterion was obtained, three
additional sessions during the practice portion of the intervention were introduced. The PI
provided BIE feedback and the participant conducted the FA for the isolated FA
contingency that was being trained.
Training. Training sessions lasted approximately 20 min and occurred in the
same rooms as probe sessions. Two training sessions were conducted for each
contingency. Training during the intervention condition followed the same procedures as
the probe conditions. However, during training sessions, the PI used the BIE teaching
method. When using BIE, the PI provided a training handout for each FA contingency,
and each participant. Training consisted of the participants reading a handout of the FA
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contingency that was being taught, with only one FA contingency being taught at a
session. The handout included a definition, rationale, and procedures for the FA
contingency. The PI reviewed the sheet and provided time for the participant to ask
questions. Once they reviewed the handout, they watched a video model on the FA
contingency and discussed any questions about the video model. The video model
included one of the 5 topographies and included the PI implementing a FA with isolated
contingencies with the “client.” Each video model for each FA contingency had a
different topography from the five that occurred during pre-intervention sessions. After
the video model, the PI role played as the therapist and the participant role played as the
mock “client.” The PI implemented the FA contingency and paused for questions. After
the role play portion of the training, the actor returned to the room and the participant
implemented the FA contingency until they reached mastery criterion. The PI instructed
participants to restrict reinforcement in the beginning of each session until the first
occurrence of target behavior occurred. The participant continued to restrict and provide
reinforcement contingent upon an occurrence of the target behavior, until the PI
communicated to the participant by verbally stating “Condition insert condition name has
ended.” The initial plan was following an occurrence of the target behavior, if
participants did not provide reinforcement as appropriate, the PI provided corrective
feedback in the form of “begin reinforcement.” This prompt was unnecessary due to
performance in the training reaching mastery criterion and maintaining throughout the
rest of the sessions in intervention. A mastery criterion of 100% accuracy for two
consecutive sessions in training, indicated that the participants could have the teaching
(or supported practice portion) of the intervention condition introduced.
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During the video model, role play, and test sessions, 1 of the 5 topographies of
behavior was assigned. These were randomized using the random function in Microsoft
Excel. As mentioned before, the “client’s” interval schedules were also randomized and
assigned before starting the session. During the session, the PI provided instructions to
the participant when they should provide and restrict the reinforcement, positive verbal
specific praise, and corrective feedback during the session. The possible responses during
training
sessions
included:
unprompted
correct
response,
prompted
correct
response,
unprompted
incorrect
response,
prompted
incorrect
response, and

no

response. The procedures are included in Figure 3, the PI’s responses are included in
Figure 4, and their definitions are provided in Table 2.
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Figure 3 Procedures during intervention sessions
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Figure 4 Responses during intervention sessions
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Table 2 Possible Responses during the Study
Probe Condition
Trials (each
Toy play
FA condition)
Unprompted Participant will
correct response keep the client
happy, relaxed
and engaged by
playing with
the client and
not
withholding
any
reinforcement.
Also,
the
participant will
ignore all target
behaviors.
Unprompted
After the
incorrect
target behavior
response/no
occurs,
the
response
participant
provides
contingent
attention (e.g.,
“That’s okay”)

Attention
Within
three s of the
target behavior
occurring,
participant will
provide 30 s of
reinforcement
in the form of
verbal
attention (e.g.,
“I like your
shirt!”, “great
job sitting with
the group”).
Within
three s after the
target behavior
occurring, the
participant will
not
provide
attention in the
form
of
physical
or
verbal
attention (e.g.,
“okay”).
or
Within three s
of
target
behavior
occurring, the
participant will
not
provide
verbal
or
physical
attention
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Tangible

Escape

Within
three s of the
target behavior
occurring,
participant will
provide 30 s of
reinforcement
in the form of
access to a
preferred item.

Within
three s of the
target behavior
occurring,
participant will
provide 30 s of
reinforcement
in the form of a
break from the
task demand.

Within
three s after the
target behavior
occurring, the
participant will
not
provide
preferred item.
or
If
target
behavior does
not occur, will
provide
the
preferred item
or
Within
three s of target
behavior
occurring, the
participant will
not provide the
preferred item

Within
three s after the
target behavior
occurring, the
participant will
not provide a
break from the
task demand
or
If
target
behavior does
not occur, will
provide
a
break from the
task demand.
or
Within
three s of target
behavior
occurring, the
participant will
not provide a
break from the
task demand

Intervention Condition
Trials (each
FA
condition)
Unprompted
Correct
Response

Toy Play

Attention

Tangible

Escape

Participant will
keep the client
happy, relaxed
and engaged by
playing with the
client and not
withholding any
reinforcement.
Also, the
participant will
ignore all target
behaviors.

Within three s
of the target
behavior
occurring,
participant will
provide 30 s of
reinforcement
in the form of
access to a
preferred item.

Within three s
of the target
behavior
occurring,
participant will
provide 30 s of
reinforcement
in the form of a
break from the
task demand.

Prompted
Correct
Response

After three s of
the target
behavior
occurring and a
prompt being
delivered by the
PI, the
participant will
ignore all
problem
behavior and
will keep the
participant
happy, relaxed
and engaged.

Within three s
of the target
behavior
occurring,
participant will
provide 30 s of
reinforcement
in the form of
verbal attention
(e.g., “I like
your shirt!”,
“great job
sitting with the
group”).
After three s of
the target
behavior
occurring and a
prompt being
delivered by
the PI, the
participant will
30 s of
reinforcement
in the form of
verbal attention
(e.g., “I like
your shirt!”,
“great job
sitting with the
group”)

After three s of
the target
behavior
occurring and a
prompt being
delivered by
the PI,
participant will
provide 30 s of
reinforcement
in the form of
access to a
preferred item.

After three s of
the target
behavior
occurring and a
prompt being
delivered by
the PI,
participant will
provide 30 s of
reinforcement
in the form of a
break from the
task demand.
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Unprompted
incorrect
response

After the target
behavior occurs,
the participant
provides
contingent
attention

Within three s
after the target
behavior
occurring, the
participant will
not
provide
attention in the
form
of
physical
or
verbal attention
(e.g., “okay”).
or
Within three s
of target
behavior
occurring, the
participant will
not provide
verbal or
physical
attention

Within three s
after the target
behavior
occurring, the
participant will
not provide
preferred item.
or
If target
behavior does
not occur, will
provide the
preferred item

Within three s
after the target
behavior
occurring, the
participant will
not provide a
break from the
task demand
or
If target
behavior does
not occur, will
provide a
break from the
task demand.

Prompted
incorrect
response

After three s of
the target
behavior
occurring and a
prompt being
delivered by the
PI, the
participant will
provide
contingent
attention after
the target
behavior occurs.

After three s of
the target
behavior
occurring and
a prompt being
delivered by
the PI, the
participant will
not provide
attention in the
form of verbal
attention.
or
If the target
behavior does
not occur,
participant will
provide verbal
attention.

After three s of
the target
behavior
occurring and
a prompt being
delivered by
the PI,
participant will
not provide
preferred item.
or
If target
behavior does
not occur, will
provide the
preferred item

After three s of
the target
behavior
occurring and
a prompt being
delivered by
the PI, the
participant will
not provide a
break from the
task demand
or
If target
behavior does
not occur, will
provide a
break from the
task demand.
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No response

n/a

After three s of
a prompt being
delivered by
the PI, the
participant will
not provide
attention in the
form of verbal
attention.

After three s of
a prompt being
delivered by
the PI, the
participant will
not provide
preferred item

After three s of
a prompt being
delivered by
the PI, the
participant will
not provide a
break from a
task demand

Practice. The supported practice portion of the intervention condition occurred
once the participant hit mastery criterion of 100% for two consecutive sessions during
training. Supported practice sessions lasted approximately 5 min and occurred in the
same rooms as probe conditions. The intervention condition followed the same
procedures as the probe conditions. However, during intervention condition, the PI used
the BIE teaching method. The PI provided the same instructions to the participant as they
did in training (e.g., when they should provide and restrict the reinforcement, positive
verbal specific praise, and corrective feedback during the session). However, the PI did
not review the training handout, display video models, nor roleplay. The possible
responses stayed the same as they did during training sessions.
Post-Intervention Probe Session
Following reaching the mastery criterion during teaching sessions, a postintervention probe session was conducted. Procedures were identical to pre-intervention
probe sessions. Performance in the pre-intervention condition was compared to
performance during the probe session, by contingency.
Maintenance Procedures
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Maintenance sessions were conducted 4 to 5 weeks after each post-intervention
probe session for each participant and each FA contingency. Maintenance sessions were
identical to procedures outlined in the probe condition.
Social Validity
Social validity data were measured using a series of three questions regarding the
study. These questions included: (a) Tell me about your experience with this study, (b)
Tell me what worked well for you, and (c) Tell me what would be beneficial in future
studies like this. The data collectors asked each participant these three questions and
recorded their responses on a Microsoft Word document on the PI’s laptop. The questions
were asked in the assessment room with the Logitech camera turned off so that the PI
could not hear the responses. The participants were told that the cameras would be off
and that their responses would be used to inform the PI and further research.
Reliability and Fidelity
Training for actor. The adults who were role playing as the actor were trained
prior to the sessions occurring. This training session included a model, lead, test
procedure (Cooper et al., 2019). The model included the PI reading the operational
definition of the target behavior and providing an example of the target behavior. The
lead portion included the PI and adult participant implementing the target behavior
together. During test, the adult participants had to display the behaviors appropriately and
safely. The operational definitions of the target behaviors were based on behaviors that
are commonly observed at center and would not cause any harm to anyone involved in
the study. Additional information on these operational definitions is located on table 8.
The actor was also introduced to the IntervalTimer app that would be used to prompt
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them to display the target behavior. This application would be downloaded on their phone
prior to any sessions occurring and would have a variable schedule that would produce a
vibration on their phone. Whenever the application produced a vibration, the actor would
have to display the target behavior. This was done to ensure that each participant had five
opportunities to respond and for the target behavior to occur on a variable schedule.
During all training sessions, the PI stopped repeatedly for questions.
Training for IOA and PF. The adults who collected IOA and PF data were
trained before any sessions occurred. The training for IOA data collection included a
model, lead, and test training for probe conditions and intervention conditions. A training
was not conducted for maintenance due to the procedures being identical to those in the
probe condition. During the model portion of the training, the PI showed the data
collectors the example data sheets and demonstrated how to record the data after
watching a video model of a mock FA with isolated contingencies. Then during lead, the
data collectors and PI watched another video example and recorded the data together.
They compared IOA data at the end. Finally, during test, the data collectors watched
another video and collected IOA data. They collected IOA data and compared until they
reached 80% agreement for two consecutive sessions. The PF training included a model,
lead, and test training. The model included a video of the PI’s training in probe and
intervention. The PI took data on the PF. The lead section included the data collectors
and PI watching a video model and recording data. The test section included the data
collectors watching a video model and recording data. They needed to have 80%
accuracy for two consecutive sessions to be able to take PF data.
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Interobserver agreement. All IOA data were calculated using the point-by-point
method. This formula is number of agreements divided by number of agreements plus
disagreements and multiply the total by 100 to yield an agreement percentage. IOA data
were collected for more than 20% of sessions, for each FA contingency, in each
condition, across participants. In the pre-intervention condition, the average IOA was
89% (80-95%) during toy play, 84% (73-90%) for attention, 88% (80-100%) during
escape, and 93% (90-100%) during the tangible condition. Due to low levels of
agreement during the attention condition, retraining occurred and remained at or above
adequate levels for the remainder of the study. Table 3 contains additional information
about the percentage of participants’ sessions during which IOA data were collected.
Table 3 Percentage of Sessions that IOA was Collected Across FA Contingencies

Toy Play
Attention
Escape
Tangible

Probe
80%
75%
50%
67%

Toy Play
Attention
Escape
Tangible

Probe
67%
80%
33%
80%

Toy Play
Attention
Escape
Tangible

Probe
33%
67%
100%
67%

Tori
Training
Intervention Cold Probe Maintenance
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
Kelsey
Training Intervention Cold Probe Maintenance
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
Ruth
Training Intervention Cold Probe Maintenance
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
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Procedural Fidelity. PF was measured using the point-by-point method. This
formula includes recording the number of steps correctly implemented and dividing that
by the incorrect steps plus the correct steps. Then taking that value and multiplying it by
100 to yield the percentage. The behaviors measured in the probe condition included the
teacher’s behavior setting up the materials before the session, delivering the attentional
cue, providing the task direction, using a verbal prompt to start restricting the
reinforcement, delivering the appropriate consequences according to the participants’
responses, and indicating when the trial is over. The behaviors measured in the training
session during the first intervention condition included delivering all of the steps in the
model, lead, test model, sharing all materials, and providing opportunities for questions.
The behaviors measured during all intervention and maintenance conditions was similar
to probe condition. However, the consequences according to the participants’ responses
changed as mentioned in the procedures section. PF was monitored during at least 37% of
sessions in condition across participants. The researcher’s PF during all three
participants’ sessions was 100% in pre-intervention sessions, 98% (90-100%) 100%
during training and teaching, 100% during post-training probe sessions, and 98% (range
from 83-100%) in maintenance condition. Tables 4 and 5 provide data for all three
participants, across FA contingencies, and all conditions.
Table 4 Average PF Across FA Contingencies
Probe
Toy Play
Attention
Escape
Tangible

100%
100%
100%
100%

Training
90%
100%
100%
100%

Tori
Interventio
n
100%
100%
100%
100%
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Cold Probe
100%
100%
100%
100%

Maintenanc
e
100%
83%
92%
100%

Avg. across
FA
contingencies

100%

Probe
Toy Play
Attention
Escape
Tangible
Avg. across
FA
contingencies

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Probe
Toy Play
Attention
Escape
Tangible
Avg. across
FA
contingencies

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

98%

100%

Kelsey
Training
Interventio
n
100%
100%
90%
100%
100%
100%
98%
100%

Training
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Ruth
Interventio
n
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

100%

94%

Cold Probe

Maintenanc
e
100
100
100
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%

Cold Probe
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Maintenanc
e
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Table 5 Percentage of Sessions that PF was Collected Across Contingencies
Probe
Toy Play
Attention
Escape
Tangible
Avg. across FA
contingencies

Toy Play
Attention
Escape
Tangible
Avg. across FA
contingencies

Tori
Training
Intervention

50%
40%
67%
20%

50%
50%
50%
50%

44%

50%

Probe
67%
60%
33%
60%
55%

67%
67%
67%
67%

Training
50%
50%
50%

67%
Kelsey
Intervention
67%
67%
67%

50%

67%
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Cold Probe
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
Cold Probe
100%
100%
100%
100%

Maintenance
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
Maintenance
100%
100%
100%
100%

Probe
Toy Play
Attention
Escape
Tangible
Avg. across FA
contingencies

Ruth
Training
Intervention

Cold Probe

Maintenance

33%
33%
50%
33%

50%
50%
50%
50%

67%
67%
67%
67%

100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%

37%

50%

67%

100%

100%
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RESULTS
The results of each participant’s performance across conditions are presented in
Figures 5-8. Within the context of the RAD, pre-intervention patterns of responding and
post-intervention responding are presented in Figure 5. Since multiple pre-intervention
sessions were conducted, median values are presented for each contingency (data point),
along with the range of responses (whisker plot). The median value was selected because
it is less sensitive to outliers than the mean. As stated earlier, multiple pre-intervention
sessions were conducted because throughout their program participants had at least some
previous exposure to FAs and, as such, variable levels of responding were anticipated. A
single post-intervention probe session was conducted. Percentage of growth along the
ordinate from the pre-intervention condition to the post-intervention was used as the
primary comparison within the RAD. In addition, individual data are presented for each
participant and each contingency in Figures 6-8. A within condition analysis of the preintervention pattern of responding occurred, with consideration of level, trend, and
variability in the data path. Between condition analysis of data was conducted in the
intervention condition, with consider of changes in level, trend, variability, overlap, and
immediacy of effect. Consistency of effect was considered in the sense of performance
across different types of contingencies (Barton et al., 2018). During the study,
participants were enrolled in a course on the assessment and treatment of challenging
behaviors. On the evening of February 9, 2022, participants had to complete readings and
an asynchronous module of conducting FAs and then later watched video examples of
procedures. Although the PI planned to complete the study prior to this occurring,
weather and COVID/illness related issues impacted scheduling sessions. Thus, the
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intervention condition was delayed, introducing a potential history effect into the study.
Although some participants displayed improvements in conjunction with the training and
practice sessions prior to completing the specific course requirements, this was not the
case for all contingencies across participants. Thus, improvements in target behaviors
could be related to those experiences and those alone; it would be difficult to
disaggregate that influence on responding in this study and the RAD. To assist with this
assessment, dates are provided along the x-axis for individual participants.

Figure 5 All participants’ median scores in pre and post probes
Note. * = no posttest session occurring due to levels of responding in pretest
Tori
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RAD. Tori’s data are presented in Figure 5 and Table 6. Within the context of the
RAD, the median value for probe sessions for toy play was 30% unprompted correct
(ranged from 0-80%) and 100% during the post-intervention probe session, with a 70%
growth from the median value in probe to the final probe session. For the attention
condition, the median value was 10% unprompted correct responses (ranged from 0-60%)
and 100% during the post-intervention probe session, with a 90% growth observed in
responding. For the tangible condition, the median value for tangible condition was 10%
unprompted correct responses (ranged from 0-40%) and 100% during the postintervention probe session, with a 90% growth observed in responding. Finally, for the
escape condition, the median value was 40% unprompted correct responses (ranged from
0-100%) and 100% during the post-intervention probe session, with a 60% growth
observed in responding.
Table 6 Tori’s Median Unprompted Correct Responses and Percentage Increase from
Pre to Post Probe Sessions
Pre-Test
Post-Test
% Increase
Average % Increase across FA
contingencies

Toy Play
30
100
70

Attention
10
100
90

Escape
10
100
90

Tangible
40
100
60

78%

Responding Across Sessions. Tori’s detailed data by contingency are presented
in Figure 6. During the toy play contingency, responding was variable during the preintervention condition, with an accelerating trend in a therapeutic direction during the
first three sessions (approximately 20% to 80% correct responding) followed by a
decelerating trend in a contra-therapeutic direction for the last two sessions, with a range
of 0-20% along the ordinate. For the attention condition, pre-intervention responding was
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somewhat variable along the ordinate, ranging from 0-60%, with three of four sessions
ranging from 0-40%. For the tangible condition, pre-intervention responding was
relatively stable along the ordinate (20%, 40%, 0%) with no clear trend observed in the
data. Finally, for the escape condition, with the exception of one of four sessions at 60%
correct responding, all other sessions were relatively stable and between 0 and 20% along
the ordinate, with no clear trend present in the data. Across all conditions, once the
training and teaching package were introduced, responding was at 100% and maintained
across all subsequent sessions, with the exception of maintenance in the attention
condition, which was 80%.

Figure 6 Tori’s percentage of unprompted correct responses during FA contingencies
Note. CPr = Cold Probe; Maint = Maintenance
Kelsey
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RAD. Kelsey’s data are presented in Figure 5 and Table 7. Within the context of
the RAD, the median value for probe sessions for toy play was 80% unprompted correct
(ranged from 40-100%) and 100% during the post-intervention probe session, with a 20%
growth from the median value in probe to the final probe session. For the attention
condition, the median value was 60% unprompted correct responses (ranged from 20100%). Due to Kelsey reaching mastery criterion for two consecutive trials in probe, she
did not need to receive training in the attention contingency. For the tangible condition,
the median value for tangible condition was 60% unprompted correct responses (ranged
from 40-80%) and 100% during the post-intervention probe session, with a 40% growth
observed in responding. Finally, for the escape condition, the median value was 20%
unprompted correct responses (ranged from 0-40%) and 100% during the postintervention probe session, with an 80% growth observed in responding.
Table 7 Kelsey’s Median Unprompted Correct Responses and Percentage Increase from
Pre to Post Probe Sessions
Pre-Test
Post Test
% Increase
Average %
Increase across
FA
contingencies

Toy Play
80
100
20

Attention
60
x
x

Escape
20
100
80

Tangible
60
100
40

47%

Responding Across Sessions. Kelsey’s detailed data by contingency are
presented in Figure 7. During the toy play contingency, responding was variable during
the pre-intervention condition, with an accelerating trend in a therapeutic direction during
the first two sessions (approximately 40% to 100% correct responding) followed by a
decelerating trend in a contra-therapeutic direction for sessions 3 and 4, with a range of
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60-80%. The data remained in a zero-celerating trend for the last two sessions. For the
attention condition, pre-intervention responding followed a gradual, accelerating,
therapeutic trend until the last two sessions remained at 100%. The data ranged from 20100% correct responding. No other data was collected in the attention condition due to
Kelsey reaching mastery criterion. For the tangible condition, pre-intervention
responding was relatively stable remaining in a zero-celerating trend for the initial 2
sessions, followed by a decelerating trend for the third session. The remaining two
sessions stayed at a stable, zero-celerating trend at 60% correct responding. For escape
condition, pre-intervention responding was relatively stable along the ordinate (20%, 0%,
40%) with no clear trend observed in the data. Across toy play, tangible, and escape
conditions, once the training and teaching package were introduced, responding was at
100% and maintained across all subsequent sessions, with the exception of maintenance
in the attention condition, which was 80%.

Figure 7 Kelsey’s percentage of unprompted correct responses across FA contingencies
Note. CPr = Cold Probe; Maint = Maintenance
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Ruth
RAD. Ruth’s data are presented in Figure 5 and Table 8. Within the context of the
RAD, the median value for probe sessions for toy play was 80% unprompted correct
(ranged from 60-80%) and 100% during the post-intervention probe session, with a 20%
growth from the median value in probe to the final probe session. For the attention
condition, the median value was 40% unprompted correct responses (ranged from 2040%) and 100% during the post-intervention probe session, with a 60% growth observed
in responding. For the tangible condition, the median value for tangible condition was
20% unprompted correct responses (ranged from 20-40%) and 100% during the postintervention probe session, with an 80% growth observed in responding. Finally, for the
escape condition, the median value was 40% unprompted correct responses (ranged from
0-80%) and 100% during the post-intervention probe session, with a 60% growth
observed in responding.
Table 8 Ruth’s Median Unprompted Correct Responses and Percentage Increase from
Pre to Post Probe Sessions
Pre-Test
Post-Test
% Increase
Average %
Increase across
FA
contingencies

Toy Play
80
100
20

Attention
40
100
60

Escape
40
100
60

Tangible
40
100
60

50%

Responding Across Sessions. Ruth’s detailed data by contingency are presented
in Figure 8. During the toy play contingency, responding was at a high level with
relatively stable along the ordinate (80%, 80%, 60%) with no clearly defined trend
observed in the data. For the attention condition, responding was at a low level with
relatively stable along the ordinate (40%, 40%, 20%) with no clearly defined trend
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observed in the data. For the tangible condition, pre-intervention responding was at a low
level relatively stable along the ordinate (20%, 20%, 40%) with no clearly defined trend
observed in the data. Finally, for the escape condition, responding was variable during the
pre-intervention condition, with an accelerating trend in a therapeutic direction during the
first three sessions (approximately 20% to 80% correct responding) followed by a
decelerating trend in a contra-therapeutic direction for the last two sessions, with a range
of 0-20% along the ordinate. Across all conditions, once the training and teaching
package were introduced, responding was at 100% and maintained across all subsequent
sessions, with the exception of maintenance in the attention condition, which was 80%.

Figure 8 Ruth’s percentage of unprompted correct responses across FA contingencies
Note. CPr = Cold Probe; Maint = Maintenance
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Social Validity
As mentioned before, social validity was measured using a three-questionnaire
interview involving each participant and one data collector. These questions included: (a)
tell me about your experience with this study, (b) tell me what worked well for you, and
(c) tell me what would be beneficial in future studies like this. The participants responded
with positive feedback and experiences with the study. Tori stated, “I think it was helpful.
It’s helpful to be able to anticipate what could go wrong…it made me more careful about
the ways I said things.” When asked what experience Ruth had with the study she stated,
“I really liked it, felt like I learned a lot. I felt like I learned more than someone who is
just in class and did not participate in the study.” She also stated, “I did not like the
possibility of not being able to participate with my client in the clinic- that was the only
thing I did not like.” It should be noted that Ruth due to scheduling and cancellations that
Ruth did not miss any opportunities for learning. This was due to probe sessions being
extended due to variable data during the probe condition, covid, and weather-related
delays postponing when training and intervention conditions were introduced. When
asked what worked well the participants included, the “mock client’s” behavior being
realistic to a child, role-playing with PI as the therapist and participant as the “client,”
role-playing in general during training, and opportunities to ask questions during training.
Kelsey stated, “I think conducting the FA with the constructive criticism and praise in my
ear worked the best for me.” When asked what things would be beneficial in future
studies, Tori stated “It could be helpful to have [“client’s” name] have an example of
what the behavior was going to be in the moment…” This would be in addition to the
document including a list of five possible topographies of behavior operational
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definitions that were given to the participants. Kelsey stated, “I think having different
people play the child would be helpful rather than having the same person every time.”
Ruth stated, “I think she did a good job with how it was; I don’t think I would change
anything.” Overall, the participants had positive experiences with the study and felt that
the BIE teaching improved their confidence and skills when implementing a FA with
isolated contingencies.
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DISCUSSION
The current study examined the effectiveness of BIE teaching on pre-service
ABA students’ PF when implementing a FA with isolated contingencies. The results of
this study demonstrated that each pre-service ABA student was able to increase their PF
when implementing the FA with isolated contingencies, after receiving BIE teaching. In
addition, the target behaviors maintained at 100%, with the exception of 80%
unprompted responding for one participant for one contingency, 4-5 weeks after sessions
were completed. Multiple studies have reported data that BIE teaching is an effective
procedure to use when training various professional skills to early childhood educators
(Ottley, & Hanline, 2014), co-teachers (Scheeler et al., 2010), preservice teachers
(Scheeler et al., 2006), and paraprofessionals (Scheeler et al., 2016). This study
potentially extends the research by applying the BIE teaching method to another
professional skill that professionals in a related field utilize. That being said, given the
reported history effect discussed in the Results section, we cannot fully attribute
improvements in target behaviors to the intervention alone. It is possible that the
combination of BIE and asynchronous modules on FAs could have had produced a
facilitative effect on responding or that the BIE or asynchronous modules alone led to
improvements in responding. Implications and future research are provided, but the
results are tempered by this history effect and should be taken into consideration when
reviewing this information.
In addition to the target dependent variable, which focused on the participants’
percentages of unprompted correct responses when implementing FA with isolated
contingencies, other behaviors were considered but not formally assessed or used to make
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experimental decision: the participants’ (a) restrictions of the reinforcement prior to the
target behavior occurring, (b) appropriate body positioning, or (c) refraining from placing
task demands in the toy play contingency or during a reinforcement interval. During
probe sessions, all three participants were unable to restrict the reinforcement before
behavior occurred. This resulted in each FA contingency remaining in reinforcement
interval until the PI provided the verbal prompt, “restrict” after reinforcement was
provided for 30 s following an instance of the target behavior. However, after training,
the participants were able to appropriately restrict the reinforcement until the instances of
the target behavior in all subsequent conditions. This was partly due to the participants
being provided with an explanation of the word “restrict” being spoken in their earbuds
during training and the considerations for each FA contingency included in the training
handout. The PI provided a verbal prompt, “restrict”, during all sessions. This was due
the support that would be provided when conducting a FA in the practical setting. One of
those supports including that another professional would keep track of how long you
provide reinforcement for 30 s. Our dependent variable measured if the participants
provided reinforcement immediately after an occurrence of behavior, rather than
measuring if they provided the full 30 s.
During the intervention sessions, cold probe sessions, and maintenance sessions,
all participants decreased their task demands in the form of questions (e.g., “What are
you building?”, “What is the doll wearing?”, “What color is her dress?”) during all FA
contingencies. A discussion about phrasing and building rapport, without placing task
demands in the form of task demands, was discussed during training. After training, they
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also maintained more appropriate body positioning, by standing or sitting in a way that
ensured the actor and themselves would remain safe.
Practical and Methodological Limitations and Conclusions
Methodological. Limitations of this study warrant attention. As discussed earlier,
a history effect occurred during the study. Originally, the plan was to begin the
intervention condition before a specific knowledge-based training occurred. However,
because of changes, they were exposed to the content in class between training and
intervention. This additional instruction in their coursework occurred after probe sessions
for all three participants and before training sessions. However, Tori was able to conduct
training, intervention, and cold probe sessions in tangible condition before the additional
coursework exposure to FAs. Since participants were in a graduate program for ABA, it
is not surprising that history effects were possible. To further control for any additional
confounds, the PI instructed the participants to limit their exposure to FAs at the center
by excluding them from data collection during a FA appointment, discussions around
FAs, and implementing FAs during client appointments until after the post-intervention
probe session had been conducted in each FA contingency. Future research could target
students earlier in their program or RBTs who typically do not receive the same level of
training of those enrolled in a graduate-level ABA program.
Practical Limitations. Initially, the study was supposed to occur at the center
when no other staff were present. However, due to participants’ scheduling conflicts, the
sessions occurred when staff were present at the center. The staff were prohibited from
coming into the rooms that were used to conduct sessions and were not able to access any
information or materials used during the study. Secondly, the dependent variable in this
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study measured the participants’ delivery of reinforcement contingent upon a target
behavior occurrence and did not include other behaviors necessary when implementing a
FA with isolated contingencies. As mentioned before, this includes restricting
reinforcement before an occurrence of the target behavior, appropriate body positioning,
and refrain from placing task demands in the toy play contingency or during a
reinforcement interval. These behaviors were not included in the dependent variable due
to feasibility when collecting data. However, it impacts the entirety of behaviors needed
to implement a FA with isolated contingencies. Third, in the beginning of each session,
the PI would inform the actor and participant of the topography of behavior that would be
present in the session. This changed every session due to the 5 topographies of behavior
being randomized to control for a testing threat to internal validity. This structure was
different than a typical FA with isolated contingencies where the FA contingencies are
implemented consecutively without an interruption. Fourth, participants implemented the
FA with isolated contingencies with a mock client. Although this decision was practical
to address safety concerns, this could influence the generalization of skills to actual
children when implementing a FA with isolated contingencies. An additional limitation
was that probe level responding was above floor-level responding. Ideally, within a RAD,
responding should be at or near floor-level responding. Changes to the experimental
design from a time-lagged design to a RAD occurred to address a lack of participant
availability and the FA training timeline.
Given these limitations, the findings of this study potentially contribute to our
understanding of using BIE to train pre-service ABA students with FA procedures
(Artman-Meeker et al., 2017). However, further research should be conducted across
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different FA types, assessments, and with children with disabilities. Further research
should also include measuring a more extensive list of behaviors needed to implement a
FA with isolated contingencies in the dependent variable. Given that a treatment package
was used, it would be valuable for future research to include a component analysis of the
treatment package to see which component was most valuable. Due to an increase in
skills that a BCBA is expected to know before entering the field, effective teaching
methods should be studied to provide a variety of approaches to learning professional
skills. BIE could be an effective and feasible approach to help inform future BCBAs
when implementing a skill that is imperative for understanding the functions of clients’
behaviors.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Dependent Variable Data Sheet during Probe (Pre-intervention), Probe (PostIntervention), and Maintenance
Mock Client: ________ Date: __________ Session #: _______ Instructor: ________
Setting: _________________
Time at Start of Session: _____ Time at End of Session: _____
Target Behavior(s): _____________________________________
Probe condition:
Data Coding Key: +=unprompted correct; -=unprompted incorrect, NR=no response
FA
Contingenc
y:
Occurrence
1
Occurrence
2
Occurrence
3
Occurrence
4
Occurrence
5
Percentage
of
unprompted
correct (+):

Sessio
n #:

FA
Contingenc
y:
Occurrence
1
Occurrence
2
Occurrence
3
Occurrence
4
Occurrence
5

Sessio
n #:

FA
Contingenc
y:
Occurrence
1
Occurrence
2
Occurrence
3
Occurrence
4
Occurrence
5

IOA (agreements /# of agreements + disagreements x 100)
_____________________________________________
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Sessio
n #:

FA
Contingenc
y:
Occurrence
1
Occurrence
2
Occurrence
3
Occurrence
4
Occurrence
5

Sessio
n #:

Appendix B
Dependent Variable Training in Intervention Data Sheet
Mock Client: ________ Date: __________ Session #: _______ Instructor: ________
Setting: _________________
Time at Start of Session: _____ Time at End of Session: _____
Target Behavior(s): _____________________________________
Training in Intervention Condition: __________
Data Coding Key: +=unprompted correct; -=unprompted incorrect; P+=prompted correct; P=prompted incorrect; NR=no response
FA
Contingency
:

Sessio
n#

FA
Contingency
:

Sessio
n#

FA
Contingenc
y

Sessio
n#

FA
Contingency
:

Occurrence 1

Occurrence 1

Occurrence 1

Occurrence 1

Occurrence 2

Occurrence 2

Occurrence 2

Occurrence 2

Occurrence 3

Occurrence 3

Occurrence 3

Occurrence 3

Occurrence 4

Occurrence 4

Occurrence 4

Occurrence 4

Occurrence 5

Occurrence 5

Occurrence 5

Occurrence 5

Percentage of
unprompted
correct (+):

IOA (agreements /# of agreements + disagreements x 100)
_____________________________________________
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Sessio
n#

Appendix C
Dependent Variable Training in Intervention Data Sheet
Mock Client: ________ Date: __________ Session #: _______ Instructor: ________
Setting: _________________
Time at Start of Session: _____ Time at End of Session: _____
Target Behavior(s): _____________________________________
Practice in Intervention condition:________________
Data Coding Key: +=unprompted correct; -=unprompted incorrect; P+=prompted correct; P=prompted incorrect; NR=no response
FA
Contingency
:

Sessio
n#

FA
Contingency
:

Sessio
n#

FA
Contingency
:

Sessio
n#

FA
Contingency
:

Occurrence 1

Occurrence 1

Occurrence 1

Occurrence 1

Occurrence 2

Occurrence 2

Occurrence 2

Occurrence 2

Occurrence 3

Occurrence 3

Occurrence 3

Occurrence 3

Occurrence 4

Occurrence 4

Occurrence 4

Occurrence 4

Occurrence 5

Occurrence 5

Occurrence 5

Occurrence 5

Percentage of
unprompted
correct (+):

IOA (agreements /# of agreements + disagreements x 100)
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Sessio
n#

Appendix D
Dependent Variable Maintenance Data Sheet
Mock Client: ________ Date: __________ Session #: _______ Instructor: ________
Setting: _________________
Time at Start of Session: _____ Time at End of Session: _____
Target Behavior(s): _____________________________________
Maintenance condition:
Data Coding Key: +=unprompted correct; -=unprompted incorrect; P+=prompted correct; P=prompted incorrect; NR=no response
FA
Contingency:

Session
#

FA
Contingency:

Session
#

FA
Contingency:

Session
#

FA
Contingency:

Occurrence 1

Occurrence 1

Occurrence 1

Occurrence 1

Occurrence 2

Occurrence 2

Occurrence 2

Occurrence 2

Occurrence 3

Occurrence 3

Occurrence 3

Occurrence 3

Occurrence 4

Occurrence 4

Occurrence 4

Occurrence 4

Occurrence 5

Occurrence 5

Occurrence 5

Occurrence 5

Percentage of
unprompted
correct (+):

IOA (agreements /# of agreements + disagreements x 100)
_____________________________________________
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Session
#

Appendix E
Procedural Fidelity Data for Probe (Pre and Post Intervention) and Maintenance
Condition:
Participant: __________________ Condition: _______________ Session #: _____________
Implementor: ____________ Date: __________ Mock Client: ____________________ Data Collector:

Insert Condition
Directions: During the maintenance condition, record data on PI’s fidelity of treatment protocol; (+) – Correct
Independent (-) – Incorrect/prompted.

Steps of Protocol

(+) Correct/Independent

Step 1: Put materials in
assessment room and data
collection room (data sheets,
basket of materials, pens, laptops,
AirPod)
Step 2: Ensure connection on
AirPods with participant
Trial 1 Toy Play
Step 3: PI provided general
attending cue to data collectors
Step 4: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response from data
collectors
Step 5: PI provided general
attending cue to participant
Step 6: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response to participant
Step 7: PI provides task direction
“Begin Toy Play condition”.
Step 9: After 5 occurrences of the
target behavior, PI communicated
to the participant by verbally
stating “Toy Play Condition has
ended”.
Step 9: PI indicates trial has ended
and they will go into 1 min of free
play
Number of correct steps____
total # of steps
% Correct
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(–) Incorrect/Prompted

Trial 2: Attention
Step 1: PI provided general
attending cue to data collectors
Step 2: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response from data
collectors
Step 3: PI provided general
attending cue to participant
Step 4: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response to participant
Step 5: PI provides task direction
“Begin Attention condition”.
Step 6: After occurrence 1 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 7: After occurrence 2 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 8: After occurrence 3 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 9: After occurrence 4 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 10: After occurrence 5 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 11: After 5 occurrences of the
target behavior, PI communicated
to the participant by verbally
stating “Attention Condition has
ended”.
Step 12: PI indicates trial has
ended and they will go into 1 min
of free play
Number of correct steps____
total # of steps
% Correct
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Trial 3: Escape
Step 1: PI provided general
attending cue to data collectors
Step 2: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response from data
collectors
Step 3: PI provided general
attending cue to participant
Step 4: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response to participant
Step 5: PI provides task direction
“Begin Escape condition”.
Step 6: After occurrence 1 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 7: After occurrence 2 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 8: After occurrence 3 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 9: After occurrence 4 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 10: After occurrence 5 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 11: After 5 occurrences of
the target behavior, PI
communicated to the participant
by verbally stating “Escape
condition has ended”.
Step 12: PI indicates trial has
ended and they will go into 1 min
of free play
Number of correct steps____
total # of steps
% Correct
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Trial 4: Tangible
Step 1: PI provided general
attending cue to data collectors
Step 2: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response from data
collectors
Step 3: PI provided general
attending cue to participant
Step 4: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response to participant
Step 5: PI provides task direction
“Begin Tangible condition”.
Step 6: After occurrence 1 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 7: After occurrence 2 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 8: After occurrence 3 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 9: After occurrence 4 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 10: After occurrence 5 of
target behavior, PI instructs
participant to restrict
reinforcement after 30 s.
Step 11: After 5 occurrences of
the target behavior, PI
communicated to the participant
by verbally stating “Tangible
condition has ended”.
Step 12: PI indicates trial has
ended and they will go into 1 min
of free play
Step 13: Once all trials have been
completed for the session, the PI
verbally stated to the participant
“Session *insert session number*
has ended” and thanked them for
their participation.
Number of correct steps____
total # of steps
% Correct
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Appendix F
Procedural Fidelity Training Condition
Participant: __________________ Condition: _______________
Session #: _____________

Implementor: __________________

Date: __________

Mock Client: ____________________ Data Collector: _____________________

Training Condition
Directions: During the probe condition, record data on PI’s fidelity of treatment protocol; (+) – Correct
Independent (-) – Incorrect/prompted.

Steps of Protocol

(+) – Correct/Independent

Step 1: Prepared materials
ahead of time (printed data
sheets, training handout)
Step 2: Provided a copy of
training to each participant
Step 3: Stopped for
questions after they had
read training handout
Step 4: Provided model
portion of training by
showing video model
Step 5: Stopped for
questions
Step 6: Conducted lead
portion of training where
participant was client and PI
was participant
Step 7: Stopped for
questions
Step 8: Conducted test
portion of training by
having participant conduct
FA and client was available
Step 9: Conducted test until
participant received a 100%
on PF twice
Step 10: Stopped for
questions
Number of correct steps
total # of steps
% Correct
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(–) – Incorrect/Prompted

Appendix G
Procedural Fidelity Intervention Condition
Participant: __________________ Condition: _______________ Session #: _____________
Implementor: __________________ Date: __________Mock Client: __________Data Collector:

Intervention Condition
Directions: During the probe condition, record data on PI’s fidelity of treatment protocol; (+) – Correct Independent () – Incorrect/prompted.

Steps of Protocol

(+) Correct/Independent

Step 1: Put materials in
assessment room and data
collection room (data sheets,
basket of materials, pens, laptops,
AirPod)
Step 2: Ensure connection on
AirPods with participant
Trial 1: Toy Play
Step 3: PI provided general
attending cue to data collectors
Step 4: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response from data
collectors
Step 5: PI provided general
attending cue to participant
Step 6: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response from
participant
Step 7: PI provides task direction
Occurrence 1 of target behavior
Step 6: PI instructs participant to
provide reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 2 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 3 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement

Occurrence 4 of target behavior
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(–) Incorrect/Prompted

PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 5 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
*If participant does not provide
reinforcement or places task
demand, PI prompted participant
to stop
PI communicated to the
participant “Attention Condition
has ended”.
PI indicates trial has ended and
they will go into 1 min of free
play
Number of correct steps
total # of steps
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Trial 2: Attention
Step 1: PI provided general
attending cue to data collectors
Step 2: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response from data
collectors
Step 3: PI provided general
attending cue to participant
Step 4: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response to participant
Step 5: PI provides task direction
Occurrence 1 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 2 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 3 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement

Occurrence 4 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 5 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
PI communicated to the participant
“Attention Condition has ended”.
Step 12: PI indicates trial has ended
and they will go into 1 min of free
play
Number of correct steps
total # of steps
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Trial 3: Escape
Step 1: PI provided general
attending cue to data collectors
Step 2: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response from data
collectors
Step 3: PI provided general
attending cue to participant
Step 4: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response to participant
Step 5: PI provides task direction
Occurrence 1 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 2 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 3 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 4 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 5 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
PI communicated to the
participant by verbally stating
“Escape condition has ended”.
Step 12: PI indicates trial has
ended and they will go into 1 min
of free play
Number of correct steps
total # of steps
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Trial 4: Tangible
Step 1: PI provided general
attending cue to data collectors
Step 2: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response from data
collectors
Step 3: PI provided general
attending cue to participant
Step 4: PI waited 3 s for general
attending response to participant
Step 5: PI provides task direction
Occurrence 1 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 2 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 3 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 4 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
Occurrence 5 of target behavior
PI instructs participant to provide
reinforcement
PI instructs participant to restrict
reinforcement
PI communicated to the
participant “Tangible condition
has ended”.
Step 12: PI indicates trial has
ended and they will go into 1 min
of free play (e.g., “Tangible
condition
Step 13: Once all trials have been
completed for the session, the PI
verbally stated to the participant
“Session *insert session number*
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has ended” and thanked them for
their participation.
Number of correct steps____
total # of steps

% Correct
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